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SIFT features tracking for moving object with

flexible aerodynamic shape based on stroboscopic imaging technique
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Abstract：The research on structural dynamics，material aeroelasticity and flight control of a micro aircraft

has become an important subject in recent years．In order to improve the detecting method for aircraft

aerodynamic characteristics，a tracking approach for objects with flexible aerodynamic shape based on

stroboscopic imaging technique was proposed．As scale invariant feature transform(SIFT)algorithm was

invariant to image scaling and rotation，illumination changes and local deformations，a method that used

SIFr features of any region of interest was presented to detect and track a moving object．The results show

that the method is powerful in obtaining object state，location and spatial interrelation．Feature points are

adequate to perform reliable matching between different locations of all object in a scene，moreover，to

achieve object recognition．Experiments demonstrate that it Call achieve good performance using SIFT

features based on flexible aerodynamic shape as a detection method in the system．
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采用频闪成像技术的柔性气动外形运动物体SIFT特征跟踪

于雅楠，王向军

(天津大学精密测试技术及仪器国家重点实验室，天津300072)

摘 要：近年来，有关微型飞行器的结构动力学、材料气动弹性以及飞行控制方面的研究受到了高度的

重视。为了提高飞行器的空气动力学检测能力，提出了一种基于频闪成像技术的柔性气动外形物体跟踪

方法。利用尺度不变特征转换(SIFT)算法提取出的特征对于图像的尺度变换、旋转以及光照变化和局部

图像变形等具有的不变特性，提出了一种利用感兴趣区域中sIF丁特征对柔性气动外形运动物体进行探

测与跟踪的方法。该方法在获取物体的状态、位置以及空间转换关系等方面表现出良好的性能，并且为

同一场景中同一物体在不同位置之间的相互匹配提供了可靠保证。实验表明：在该实验系统中，基于频

闪成像技术、利用S册特征作为柔性气动外形物体探测的方法具有一定的可行性。
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O Introduction

Due to special structures of micro aircraft

vehicles，the management of environmental disturbance

plays an important role in numerous technical

challenges．To reduce adverse effects of gusts wind

conditions and unsteady aerodynamics， exhibit

desirable flight stability，and enhance structural

durability，more designs employ passive flexible

structure instead of conventional rigid structure Il】．

Hence， further analyses on unsteady anti—air

disturbance mechanism of flexible aerodynamic shape

provide a number of references for practical

application in various fields．This motivates us to

obtain effect of external disturbance on flexible shape．

In current experiments，numerical analyses are

not available to validate the predicted shape’s

deformation and solve problems occurred in practical

flight，while another method that uses force sensors to

measure deformations and acting force on model has

interference effect on results．In our subject，

stroboscopic imaging technique and appropriate

algorithm are used to get useful database including

motion parameters of object．Furthermore，flow field

distribufion and anti．air disturbance mechanism of

flexible adaptive shape will be deduced with these

original data．

Although there are a number of different ways to

extract feature，most major feature extraction methods

use color，texture，shape or spatial relation，all of

which as well as Harris comer detector are respectively

susceptible to scaling，rotation，affine transform or

illumination changes【2埘．They provide a bad basis for

matching or other image processing．Compared with

those feature extraction methods，scale invariant

feature transform(SIFF)has been proved to perform

better on the robustness and distinctiveness．

In recent years．SIFr has been successfully

applied in various object detection and recognition嗍．

Some applications realize distance measurement as well

as depth information collection 151，while some for

image registrationl6-n and 3D object recognition．General

objects are mainly rigid ones with sharp transitions

between different sides．On the contrary，there are also

a few studies using SIFF algorithm for nonrigid object

that has less structures with high contrast or high edge

responses嗍．
In order to adapt to the changes in scaling，

rotation and illumination in our system．SIFr

algorithm is used to extract interest keypoints．Then
the same points as extracted sIFr features at different

locations in a stroboscopic image are searched．

Moreover，the affine model of any adjacent locations

is calculated and spatial trace and corresponding

motion parameters of any point at different times in

v撕ed region are found．

1 Review of SIFT

In 1999，Lowe developed a scale lnvariant feature

transform(SI盯)descriptor based on the gradient

distribution in the detected regions．The features are

invariant to image scaling and rotation，the

illumination changes and local image deformationsf3·捌．

And also，they are fast in computation and robust in

the presence of noise．SIFT algorithm is composed of

four stages of computation．

1．1 Construct scale space and detect interest points

It has been shown that under a variety of

reasonable assumptions Gaussian function is the only

possible scale space kernelm咽．The scale space function

is produced from the convolution of a variable—scale

Gaussian，G(x，Y，力，with an input image，l(x，Y)

L(x，Y，09=G(工，Y，盯)木l(x，y) (1)

where

G(工，y，力：—旦了e叱2咖打 (2)
2,fro"

To efficiently detect stable keypoint locations in

scale space，scale space extrema are used in the

difference-of—Gaussian(DoG)function convolved with

the image，D(x，Y，or)，which can be computed from the
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difference of two nearby scales separated by a

constant multiplicative factor k．

D(x，Y，Or)=(G(工，Y，kor)-G(x，Y，09)木l(x，_)，)=

L(x，Y，kor)-L(x，Y，or) (3)

In other words，the initial image is incrementally

convolved with Gaussian to produce images separated

by a constant factor k in scale space．Then adjacent

image scales are subtracted to produce DoG images．

Local extrema are detected by comparing 26

neighborhoods of a pixel within a set of three DoG

images，and if it is an extremum，the pixel is detected

嬲the keypoint．

1．2 Accurate keypoint localization

Once a feature keypoint candidate is produced by

scale space extrema detection，all exact model is

calculated to describe the nearby data for location，

scale and ratio of principal curvatures．This step must

remove some unreliable keypoints，which have low

contrast or ale ambiguous on the edge or boundary．

Some thresholds are defined to confine the evaluation

of each candidate feature point．If the value exceeds

our requirements，the keypoint will be removed．

1．3 Orientation assignment for feature point

The gradient magnitude m(x,y)and orientation O(x,y)

at each pixel of the image from where the keypoints

are detected are respectively computed by the

following functions

Ⅲ(础)：饭瓦兀而了 (4)

O(x,y)：arctaIl五竖堕 (5)

六(x，y)

The weighted histogram of 36 directions is made

by gradient magnitude and orientation in the region

around the keypoint，and the peal【where more than

80％of the maximum value of the histogram presents

is assumed to be the orientation of the keypoint．

1．4 Local image descriptor

In the process of interest point’s description，all

unique descriptor need to be calculated for each point

to describe it and its surroundings．A keypoint

descriptor is created by first computing the gradient

magnitude and orientation at each sample point in a

region around the keypoint location．This sample
region is divided into the blocks of 4 x4．and the

histogram of eight directions is made at each block，

with the length of each arrow corresponding to the

sum of the gradient magnitudes near that direction

within the region．Therefore，in this paper a 4x4x8=

128 element feature vector is used for each keypoint．

Besides the major advantage of SIFT feature as a

local feature described before，other main characteristics

of SIFT features ale as follows

(1)It is convenient to use different image features

to match rapidly and accurately in the feature database．

(2)Large number of SIFT features can be

extracted from even minority objects．

(3)Optimized matching algorithm based on SIFr

features Call meet real—time test requirement．

(4)It is easy to combine SIFT feature points

wim other fcatures．

2 Proposed approaches

2．1 Extract feature points

Wittl the advantages of SⅡT‘ algorithm。

distinctive local features ale extracted from an image．

Firstly．the SIFr database is created by extracting

S巧T keypoints from a template image．Secondly．

SⅡT keypoints are extracted from an input image．

The input of the algorithm is a region of interest

defined by user，generally a fraction of an image．

Those SⅡT features of the query image．

extracted by Lowe’s SIFr algorithm．are prepared for

further indexing and matching to measure their

similarities．

2．2 Match database

The appropriate match for each keypoint is found

by identifying its nearest neighbor in the keypoints

database，which is defined as the keypoint with

minimum Euclidean distance for the invariant

descriptor vector．Here∥and矿define the mth
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keypoint in the certain template image and the nth

keypoint in the input image respectively．The

keypoint with minimum Euclid distance is obtained

by calculating the following expression

几季广—————一

d--arg。ITlinV；(s?一w?)2 (6)

In practice．some initial matches are usually

incorrect because of ambiguous features off features

that come from background noise．So a more

effective method that compares the distance of the

closest neighbor with that of the second—closest

neighbor is used．If the distance ratio of closest to

second—closest neighbors is greater than threshold，

this candidam match will be rejected．In the

algorithm．0．6 is adopted as the distance ratio

threshold to estimate the match．

2．3 Afntie transform model estimation

The affine transform of a model point h y】7 to

other matched point[“v】7 Call be written as

嘶X岍引 ㈣

where the model translation is【口6】’and the affme

rotation，scale，s打etch are represented by the mf

parameters．

There are six unknown parametexs in山e above

transform model，so at least three matches are

needed to provide a solution．The equation(7)can be

rewritten to gather unknowns into a column vector as

工I y1 o o 1 o
m，

0 0工l Y1 0 l
m2

工2 Y2 0 0 1 0
ma

o 0‘y2 0 1 J埘4
工3 Y3 0 0 l 0忆
0 0 xa Y3 0 l J【b

(8)

Any number of further matches can be added to

this equation．This linear system can also be written

as

Ax=b (9)

The least—squares solution for the parameters耳

can be identified by solving the following equation

x--【ATA】lA％(10)

which minimizes the sum of the squares of the

distances from the projected model locations to the

corresponding image locations．The number of

calculated matches depends oil the used object and the

chosen region．For a large object with heavily textured

image，the more the expected number of matches，the

higher the false matches．

3 Experiment

3．1 Experimental condition

As a non-contact measurement，real．time visual

detecting method performs well in recent researches

with high precision and speed．Conventional visual

detection methods that mainly rely on hi曲-speed

photography equipment to record dynamic parameters
are limited by experimental conditions．In this paper，

the slroboscopic light is installed in the enclosed

experiment as the external trigger signal to obtain

continuous image data of a flexible aerodynamic shape

under specific flow disturbance．In the situation that

there is no high—speed image equipment，continuous

movement of the high—speed object is recorded and

dozens of overlapping images are obtained in one

picture by using stroboscopic imaging technique．

An object with rubber material surface is driven

by human action to imitate autonomous flight unit

such嬲micro aircraft．Because of the experimental

conditions and especially the research object，the most

original moment image data of the object affected by

external disturbance airflow need to be obtained．Then

changes of state，location and spatial interrelation of

flexible aerodynamic shape will be calculated．

Furthermore，once these changes and values of

external disturbance airflow are gained，interaction

relations between them could be deduced．Object’s

different locations in a scene detected are shown in

Fig．1．

叭
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3．2 Experimental result

SIFT feature points extracted from the template

image and the candidate images are shown in Fig．Z Fig．(a)

is 22 keypoints extracted from the template image．Fjg(b)

is 99 keypoints extracted from the candidate image．

国
(”

Fig 2 sIFr feature points extracted respectively

Then the features on the template image are

matched with those on the candidate image using

effective method mentioned in Sec．2．For the purpose

of finding corresponding matches of one poim among

different locations in an image，the match approach

was improved to obtain multiple matched points

concurrently．Connects of one object’S adjacent

locations which indicate match relations between them

are shown in Fig．3．

Fig 3 Connects of matching points On the ol,ject at different locations

sometimes depends on tlle amount and contrast of

texture information as well as illumination conditions．

Under the conditions of high—contrast and rich texture

information，more feature points could be extracted

and matched well．

Because the used textured obiect iS a flexible

aerodynamic shape one，under extemal disturbance，

changes of state or spatiai interrelation of varied region

at each time point ale different．It iS needed to define a

region of interest as the input image firstly and build up

its transform model．In this paper the feature points

calculated from the region of interest ate shown in Fig．4

Fig 4 Featul2 points in the region of interest(Using mom WE

arbitrarily Elect a fr∞tioB*all interest re#on and

obtain 8 groups of different matched points in this

region on the omit)

After knowing the target region and time spatial

distribution of feature points extracted from this region，

an affine transform iS computed with the least squares

approach．The transform model of detected region

between the first and second lOCation is

[：]=。一0。．947 6。．3．79 93578-0 917 2】[。y]+[2663：2‘4522775 1J c--，
【v J【一0 ． 儿J【．

⋯7

And tlle model between the second and third location is

『U1『0．946 5 0．232 4]『X1『262．820 81

ly J-b218 7 o．973 8儿J+【118 560 9 J(12)
In this way，continuous transform relations of any

region of interest at different 10cations ale acquked．In

another word，changes of any point’S location，state

and spatial interrelation on the object’S aerodynamic

shape could be obtained to accurately track their

motion trace-The tracking result is shown in Fig．5．

The effect of feature extrac￡ing and matching Fig 5 Track any polar or line within the arbitrary region
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4 Conclusion

Tlle experimental results have proved the

practical appficability of proposed features within our

system for detecting and tracking textured objects with

flexible aerodynamic shape．This method is used to

calculate useful database including trace and motion

parameters of centroid or other points of interest of

the object．In the next research work，the following

issues should be focused on as well：

(1)Time·consuming part of SIFT features will

be shorten．Compared with other local—based features，

the calculation of SIFt feature point positions is

relatively slow．Therefore，it is needed to find a faster

method to replace part process of it．

(2)Disadvantages of SIFT descriptor will be

made up．SIFr does not involve color and global

information of feature points．Therefore more useful

information and powerful signals in feature description

and matching process should be provided to avoid

occurrence of mismatch．

(3)Three-dimensional testing using this method

will be extended．At the present stage，2D localization

results ale studied and detected by tracking a textured

moving object with flexible aerodynamic shape．In

future，3D reconstruction technique will be used

combining with the method proposed in this paper to

obtain object’s three—dimensional spatial information．

(4)Related theories will be derived．External

disturbance values such as airflow velocity，pressure

and temperature need to be combined with state，

location and spatial interrelation of the object in the

enclosed environment and thus to deduce interaction

relations among them．
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